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(packet data) channels to voice channels depending on the
number of data and voice users. In SW channels voice
users have higher priority than data users. Therefore, when
all voice resources are used, voice users can preempt SW
channels.
Rules of channel switching, as used by majority of
network equipment manufacturers, are described in [4].

Introduction
A GPRS system was introduced using the present
GSM infrastructure. The same radio resources are used for
transmission of packed data and circuit switched voice.
Management of common voice and data channel resources
depends upon many factors, such as the number of data
and voice users, usage behavior, radio channel resources
and internal management rules.
In this paper a mathematical model of common
GSM/GPRS resources and a simulation model created in
Matlab Simulink are presented. The model connects two
systems: a CS (Circuit Switched) voice – GSM system,
and a packet date transfer – GPRS system. Peculiarities of
interaction of GSM and GPRS users are investigated.
During the modeling common channel utilization, the
number of served users, user data throughput as well as
blocking probabilities of voice and data users’ are
analyzed. Suggestions for optimization of common data
and voice channel resources are formulated.
Initial input parameters of the model are measured in
a real GSM/GPRS network using TEMS drive testing tools
and network statistics.
To confirm modeling results and model adequacy,
measurements of characteristics of a real system in a
commercial GSM/GPRS network are done.

Fig. 1. Resources of a physical GSM/GPRS channel

In the GPRS network capacity of the cell for packet
data transmission depends not only on dedicated data
resources but also upon the number of voice requests and
their time slots (TS). Packet data resources are assigned to
all data users served in one cell. If the amount of voice
users does not exceed the number of TS dedicated for
voice, the number of time slots assigned to one data user
(NT) can be estimated this way:

Controlling resources of a GSM/GPRS network radio
connection
A radio connection (Um) is set between a Mobile
Station (MS) and a Base Transmitter Station (BTS).
FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) and TDMA
(Time Division Multiple Access) radio channels are used
to create a connection between the MS and the BTS.
Resources of a single frequency channel in the
GSM/GPRS system are presented in Fig. 1.
CS (Circuit Switched) channels are dedicated for
voice transmission. R (Reserved) channels are dedicated
for packet data transmission. SW (Switchable) channels
are common channels that could be switched from PD

NT =

С R + С SW
.
ND

(1)

It is valid, if NCS ≤ CCS. Here: CR – the amount of
reserved PD TS, CSW – the amount of switchable TS, ND –
the number of data users, NCS – the number of voice users,
CCS – the number of TS assigned to voice users.
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The possibility of call blocking is equal to

Mathematic model of common GSM/GPRS resources

multiplication of probability, that all

Processes, that take place while dividing common
data and voice resources, were thoroughly analyzed on
purpose to create a mathematical model of a common
GSM/GPRS channel. Background for the modeling is
taken from [1] and [2]. However, we expand and develop
the model, presented in [2], by adding SW TS
transformation hysteresis, a possibility of one TS to
allocate up to 4 MS and a possibility to use up to 8 TS for
data transmission per carrier.
System capacity is the total number of allocated TS:
C∑=CR+CCS+CSW. The arrivals of CS voice call requests
and GPRS Temporary block flows (TBF) form a Poisson
process with a mean rate of λb and λd. The service time of
voice calls and TBF sessions is assumed to be
exponentially distributed with a mean of µ b and µ d .
Any state of the system may be described using a
probability of three variables:

PCS = Pi = C

CS

Pi = C

where

2µd λb
λd

µb

µd λ
b
µb

µd

+C SW

(2)

(5)

PD = Pk = C D⋅4 ⋅ PTBFnew ,

(6)

PTBF, new = λd ⋅ ϕ(i,j,k + 1 ) ,
Pk = C D ⋅ 4 = ∑ P(i, j, k) ,

(7)
(8)

C D = C R + C SW − n(i, CCS , C SW ) .

(9)









(10)

If the maximum possible amount of voice calls
is reached, only reserved channels CR will
+С

CS

SW

be left for data transmission.
The probability of blocking of TBF sessions depends
not only on the amount of the number of data users but
also upon the number of voice sessions. Channel usage,
that is estimated dividing useful work time of the
transmitter by all work time, not estimating transformation
time of SW channels, is:

λb

∑ (i + j ) ⋅ Pi, j , k

2µb

2µd
µd λ
b

(4)

i = CCS +CSW

,if i < ССS
0

,if i = CCS
1

n( i, CCS , C SW ) = 
,
if i = ССS + 1
2

С
 SW , if i = СCS + С SW

Limits

λb

∑ P(i, j, k) ,

=

The amount of SW TS reserved for data transmission
depends on the amount of calls i, that take place at the
particular moment.

U=

2µb

λb

CS

SW

where

µb

2µd

(3)

i = C D ⋅4

i=С

λb

⋅ PCS , new .

where ϕ (i + 1, j , k ) is a function that equals one, when i
variable increases by one (j and k do not change) and it
equals zero in all other cases.
The probability of blocking of a data session is equal
to multiplication of probability, that every data TS includes
4 TBF, by probability of arrival of a new data or voice
session:

The diagram of range of possible Pi,j,k probability
states is shown in Fig. 2.

µb

+ C SW

PCS, new = λb ⋅ ϕ (i + 1, j , k ) ,

1 TS may include up to 4 TBF. A new voice call will
be blocked, if (at its arrival) there are no available voice
channels. In this case, the amount of voice channels in the
system will be: CB=CCS+CSW. A data session (TBF) will be
blocked, when, creating a new TBF, all data time slots are
engaged already: CD=CR+CSW, and every data TS will
include maximum 4 TBF sessions. Range of Pi,j,k
probability states is:

λd

CS

Probability, that all voice channels are engaged,
equals the sum of all probabilities of conditions of the
+C
system, when i = C
:

where
i – the number of TS, engaged with voice;
j – the number of TS, engaged with data;
k – the number of TBF data sessions.

λb

voice

channels are engaged, by probability of arrival of a new
voice call:

Pi, j,k = F (i, j, k) ,

(i,j,k ) 0 ≤ i + j ≤ C ,0 ≤ i ≤ C + C ,
CS
SW 
∑



S = 0 ≤ j ≤ C R + С SW ,0 ≤ k ≤ (j ⋅ 4 ),

C = С + С + С

R
CS
SW
 ∑




i = C CS + C SW

λb

2µb

(i , j , k )∈S

C

∑

.

(11)

Time of transformation of a SW channel (tTR)
includes time, needed to preempt the channel th, and time,
needed to assign the channel for a new user (tp).

Fig. 2. Range of possible Pi,j,k probability states

One mobile phone can maximally use up to 4 data
channels (TS) at the same time.

tTR = t h + t p .
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(12)

Creating a model in Matlab - Simulink

Estimation of model input data

We will analyze the case, when common recourses
include one TS reserved for data (R), three TS reserved for
voice (CS) and four common SW TS. In SW TS voice
transmission takes priority over data transmission.
Therefore, when a voice request arrives, a SW channel will
be transformed into a CS under the rules, described in [4].
The general structure of the model is presented in Fig 3.

A Motorola mobile phone with an expanded menu,
that allows observing the amount of transmitted data and
used time slots, was chosen for the research. The mobile
phone was connected to a personal computer. The
“DuMeter” program was used to measure the average and
maximum speed of data transmission, the amount of
incoming and outgoing data and time required for
transmission of data packets. Measurements were done in
natural environment of the GPRS/GSM network.
Table 1. Measurement of data speed and transmitted data
WAP WWW

The average speed of data
transmission in 1 TS, kb/s
The average amount of
transmitted data per one TBF, kb
Usage %

FTP

12

13

15

10

1000

3000

60

30

10

After evaluating the usage of every kind of service
using a weight coefficient, the average amount of
transmitted data is estimated:

Fig. 3. General structure of the model

N

The algorithm of control of data resources is shown
in Fig. 4.

∑ = N1 ⋅ k1 + N 2 ⋅ k 2 + N 3 ⋅ k3 ;
N

(13)

[kb].
∑ = 606

The estimated average amount of transmitted data
and the average speed of data transmitting are used to set
initial input parameters of the model.
Modeling
We set that during the modeling maximum voice call
blocking rate could be 1.5% and maximum allowed
blocking rate of data packets could be up to 10-20%. Data
interchange is controlled by a PCU (Packet Control Unit)
[1] and dropped data packets are automatically
retransmitted. Therefore, the system can accept packet
blocking rate up to ten times higher than voice blocking
rate. Additional initial parameters of the model are
presented in Table 2.

Fig. 4. The algorithm of control of data transmission resources

Table 2. Initial parameters of the model
Parameter
Value
The average time for serving a voice request, s
40
The average time for transforming a SW TS, s
4
The average speed of data transmission per 1 TS, kb/s 15
The average amount of transferred data per a TBF, kb 606
Time of modeling, s
3600
Value of the transformation index
1

Controlled parameters are: a transformation index,
time of arriving and serving of voice requests and data
packets. Time of transformation of a SW channel (tTR) is
also estimated while modeling.
The amount of voice requests, their serving time and
the transformation parameter directly determine the
amount of free SW channels. The less SW channels are
assigned to data transmission, the less data users are served
and data transition speed is reduced accordingly.
The algorithm of data transmission is much more
complicated than voice transmission. When a new data
request arrives the speed of data transmission and the time
of data transmission are estimated. During the modeling
they are continuously tuned depending on the data load,
the number of data users and the amount of free SW
channels.

The transformation index indicates how many SW TS
should be preempted end transformed to voice TS before
the arrival of a new voice call when all TS, dedicated to
voice, are already used.
Dependency of blocking rate and data transmission
speed on the load of voice calls is presented in Fig. 5.
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data requests must not exceed 15%. The allowable voice
blocking probability is up to 10 times lower than blocking
probability of data.
Voice blocking probability, that is higher than 1.5%,
can cause discomfort and dissatisfaction of mobile users.
It could form a negative opinion about the mobile network
operator.
Blocking probability of data packets could be higher.
From measurement results it was obtained that 10% packet
blocking probability does not considerably reduce
perceived service quality of the GPRS end user. In that
case only a short speed reduction occurs.
From Fig. 7 it could be noted that, when the
transformation index equals 0, voice blocking is 1.6%,
whereas when the index is from 1 to 5, blocking does not
reach 0.7%. Blocking probability of data packets is within
acceptable limits only when the transformation index is 0
and 1. If the transformation index increases, blocking
probability of data packets increases rapidly as well and
exceeds the acceptable level. When the transformation
index is increased, the number of data transfer channels
and the average speed of data transition decreases.

Fig. 5. Dependency of blocking rate and data transmission speed
on the load of voice calls

From Fig. 5 we can notice that the average data
transmission speed and probability of blocking of data
packets in the GSM/GPRS system depends not only on the
data load, but upon the voice load as well. The reason for
this is that the growing load of voice requests reduces the
amount of SW channels, assigned to data transmission.
When the voice load grows, initially we can note only
reduction of data transmission speed. However, when the
voice load becomes very high (more than 3Erl), blocking
probability of data packets increases very fast.
Dependency of utilization of common resources of
the GSM/GPRS system on the common load of equivalent
voice and data requests is presented in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Dependency of blocking probability of data sessions and
voice calls on the TS transformation index

Utilization of a common GSM/GPRS transmitter with
the transformation index equal to 0 and 1 is approximately
87%. If the transformation index further increases,
utilization significantly decreases, because more and more
resources become unused.
When data and voice load peeks occur at the same
time, usually the capacity of a base station is expanded and
high blocking of data packet requests is avoided. During
the research this critical situation is modeled in order to
investigate system processes when the maximum load is
reached.
After evaluation of measured system parameters and
their influence on perceived service quality of the end user,
it is recommended to set the transformation index equal to
1.
The investigation of the most critical situation was
done (when both data and voice request loads are the
highest simultaneously). The voice load is approximately
2.5 Erl and the equivalent data load is approximately 2 – 4
Erl, depending on the amount of SW channels.
Dependency of blocking probability of data requests
and the average speed dedicated for one user on the
number of SW channels is presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Dependency of GSM/GPRS transmitter utilization on the
common equivalent load of voice and data

We observe that maximum utilization of GSM/GPRS
transmitters reaches 83%. During the modeling voice
blocking probability is not allowed to reach 1.5 % and
blocking probability of data requests is not allowed to
reach 10%.
Optimization of common data and voice channel
resources in mobile networks
This chapter deals with recommendations to
optimization of use of common data and voice resources.
The purpose of the modeling is to find an optimal index of
transformation under certain determined conditions. When
an optimal index is chosen, possibility of blocking a voice
request can not exceed 1.5% and possibility of blocking
70

Fig. 10. The measured average and maximum voice and data load
dependency on the number of SW channels

Fig. 8. Dependency of blocking probability of data requests and
the average speed dedicated for one user on the number of SW
channels

From results of experiments it could be noted that the
average load was around 2,48 Erl. The equivalent data
load, when the number of SW TS was increasing, was
growing from 1,85 till 4,61 Erl. Furthermore, the
maximum possible peek data load was increasing as well.
While the data load was increasing voice blocking
probability was constant, data blocking was decreasing and
the average data transmitting speed was growing.
The measured transmitter utilization dependency on
the number of SW channels is shown in Fig. 11.

From Fig. 8 it could be noted that user data speed
considerably increases when the amount of SW channels is
increased. Blocking probability of data packets decreases
quickly when the second and the third SW TS are added.
So minimally 3 – 4 SW channels are needed for normal
operation. However, optimal system operation will be
reached only using 6 – 7 SW channels.
The average data transfer speed and data blocking
probability in the GSM/GPRS system are determined not
only by data, but also by the voice load. When the voice
load increases significantly, data blocking increases as
well. In that case data transfer speed decreases.
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Fig. 11. Transmitter utilization dependency on the number of SW
channels (Real system measurement results)

Measurement results show, that a bigger amount of
SW channels allows to increase data throughput for the end
user and to increase utilization of common GSM/GPRS
resources. This is possible, because channels, not used for
voice transfer, are dynamically switched to data transfer.
When a new voice call arrives, for data assigned channels
are dynamically preempted and without blocking the voice
call are switched to voice transfer. In this case (for data
transfer) not only for data dedicated resources, but also all
other transmitter resources (not used for voice transfer) are
used.

Fig. 9. Transmitter utilization dependency on the number of SW
channels (Modeling results)

From Fig. 9 it could be noted that transmitter
utilization depends a lot on the number of SW channels
and varies from 60 to 87%. This utilization increase is
conditioned by fast reuse of SW channels for data
transition after the end of a voice call.
Results of the practical research of GSM/GPRS systems

Conclusions

An experimental research was done in a test base
station with this configuration: R=1TS; SW= from 1TS to
7TS; CS= from 7TS to 1TS. In total: R+SW+CS = 8TS.
The most critical case, when both data and voice
request loads are the highest at the same time, was
investigated. During the experiment SW TS were changed
from 1 to 7. The average and maximum voice and data
loads were measured as well.

Use of the system adequate simulation models allows
evaluation of varying needs of users and calculation of
optimal system parameters before introducing any changes
into a live commercial GSM/GPRS network.
We expand and develop the model, presented in [2],
by adding SW TS transformation hysteresis, a possibility
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of one TS to allocate up to 4 MS and a possibility to use up
to 8 TS for data transmission.
Referring to modeling and measurement results we
could recommend that it is enough to set the TS
transformation index equal to one in high loaded cells.
This kind of transformation hysteresis stops discontinuous
TS transformations and reduces blocking probability of
voice and data packets.
In any cell, used for voice and data transmission, it is
better to set the maximum possible number of SW TS. For
example, if all 7 voice TS are configured as SW TS, the
speed of data transmission for the end user, the possible
number of data users and utilization of transmitters
increase while voice blocking probability does not change.
This is possible, because channels, not used for voice
transfer, are dynamically switched to data transfer and
utilize spare capacity between voice calls.
When 1 for data reserved TS and 7 SW TS are used
in the transmitter, GSM/GPRS transmitter utilization
reaches 90%, while blocking probabilities of voice and
data requests do not exceed 1% and 10%.
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